
To change default combination:
1. Turn combination to default setting

(0000) and  disengage cable lock.
2. Grasp barrel mechanism firmly and

turn 90º clockwise while holding
number tumblers in place. (See Fig. 1) 

3. Adjust number tumblers to set
desired combination. (Write down your combination 
and store it in a secure place.)

4. Hold number tumblers in place and turn barrel 
mechanism 90º counter-clockwise. (See Fig. 2)

5. IMPORTANT! To verify your new combination before 
using your lock, insert the lock post all the way into 
the barrel but do not turn the dials. Remove the lock 
post and your Lasso is now ready for use.
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Step 2

Installation is simple ...
1. Secure boat on any standard rooftop rack 

according to manufacturer’s directions. Be sure 
that your roof racks are locked to the vehicle. 
Loop Lasso ends around bow and stern of boat, 
with cable running under the rack.  

2. Wrap Lasso around rack to tighten. Pull the large 
loop as far down the boat as possible before 
taking up the slack around the bars of your roof 
rack. Then secure the cable lock. 
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You can use your Lasso to secure your kayak to any 
stationary object.
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Congratulations on your purchase of the best theft deterrent available for your Kayak.

Secure your next adventure.™

Cable locks for your kayak  

Lasso Security Cables
P.O. Box 5135, Arcata, CA 95518 USA    707-498-9905
www.LassoSecurityCables.com  michael@LassoSecurityCables.com
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